
Portable Rentals & Services

United Sanitation Services, Inc. provides temporary solutions of sanitation needs and
requirements for special occasions, seasonal events, long term situations, construction sites, etc.
USS has a variety of units and service from which to choose and can help you determine how
many you need and/or how often you will need service. The availability and accessibility of
adequate restroom facilities is vital at any occasion to ensure the basic comfort of attendees.
Restrooms have evolved from a basic necessity to an important detail for any event. See our
service area.

Regular Unit

This unit is ideal for casual occasions, seasonal and long term events and construction sites. It is
available in a variety of colors (if desired) and can be serviced weekly (or more) for long term
rental. The majority of our customers request the addition of an instant hand sanitizer that kills
99.9% of all germs (perfect for events during the colder months because the gel does not freeze).
This is our most economical solution to your restroom needs.

Regular Unit With Sink

For our customers who prefer soap and water, the regular unit can be upgraded with a 20-gallon
self-contained sink with a manual foot pump. We supply the soap, paper towels and water. (Not
available during the winter months.

ADA Compliant Handicap Unit

This restroom meets all the specifications set out by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Safety
bars, wider doorway, and larger interior allow for wheel chair accessibility (360 degree rotation).
The spacious interior is great for the elderly and ideal for parents and caregivers who may need
the extra room for attending to toddlers or simply keeping their children within site.

http://usstheonlywaytogo.com/service-area.html


Special Units

We also have a selection of what we like to call ?special units?. These portable restrooms are
designated for fancier occasions. We require advanced reservations and a 50% non-refundable
deposit for these units.

Flushable Units

Flushable Unit w/Sink Inside

Flushable Unit w/Hand Sanitizer

“The Boudoir”

The flushable units are our upscale VIP temporary restrooms. They are perfect for more formal
events, i.e. weddings, fashion events, elegant parties, corporate functions, etc. These restrooms
offer more comfort in a non-trailer based portable unit. The recirculating flushing tank is sure to
be a crowd pleaser.
We have flushable units with instant hand sanitizers. The hand sanitizer dispenses a bead of gel-
like substance that evaporates as you rub your hands together. There is no need for water or
paper towels. The gel meets OSHA?s blood borne pathogens standard and it kills 99.9% of
disease causing organisms.
We also have flushable units with sinks inside for those who prefer soap and water. These units
have built in foot-operated fresh water pump sinks. Each have a 22 gallon tank filled with fresh
water and we also provide filled soap and paper towel dispensers.
The “Boudoir” is similar to the flushable unit with a sink inside. However, it has a few more
accessories for a higher level of comfort and convenience. This unit has a spacious interior, a full
length mirror, multiple coat/purse hooks and an anti-bacterial toilet seat cleaner. It is guaranteed
to please even the most discriminating special event guest.

White Porable Restrooms

We have two white units that are only available for weddings. We take extra care to keep them
looking their best for your special day. Each unit comes with a hand sanitizer dispenser filled
with gel. They are similar to the regular units and are a more economical solution in comparison
to the flushable units.

Double Sink Restrooms

We have two white units that are only available for weddings. We take extra care to keep them
looking their best for your special day. Each unit comes with a hand sanitizer dispenser filled
with gel. They are similar to the regular units and are a more economical solution in comparison
to the flushable units.
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Additional Options

Hand Sanitizer Stand

Our hand sanitizer stands are equipped with four dispensers per stand. Each dispenser is filled
with an instant hand sanitizer gel which evaporates in 15 seconds by rubbing hands together,
eliminating the disposal of used paper towels. This gel kills 99.9% of most common disease-
causing germs and is our most economical solution for hand sanitation.

Fresh Water Holding Tank

Fresh water holding tank systems are available for locations with temporary office buildings and
construction site trailers. All of our systems are low water consumption for maximum use and to
minimize scheduled services. We set the system up for you, provide service and maintenance,
and pick it up when you are finished. The system can be winterized for use during the colder
months.

Holding Tank

These tanks have heavy duty thick wall construction and provide versatile storage under trailers,
campers, etc. They are ideal for bulk waste storage and are available in 100 to 300 gallon
models.

Additional Services and Options

• MULTIPLE UNIT DISCOUNTS - For orders of two or more units.
• GLOW STICKS - Provide enough light to get the job done. They each last up to 8 hours.
• PLUG IN LIGHTS - Require an outlet and extension cord.
• LOCKABLE UNITS - Available on regular units if you provide the lock (for long term

rental, we would need a key or combination in order to service the unit).
• SERVICE - For privately owned units, campers and trailers.
• DAMAGE INSURANCE -If you are concerned about the possibility of damage, theft or

vandalism to a rental.
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